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Pillow Box Dimensions:
-Lemon Lime Twist: 7" x 5-1/2" (pillow box)
-Very Vanilla: 6-1/4" x 2-1/2" (sunflower and leaves) & 3-1/2" x 1/2" (banner)
-Painted Autumn Designer Series Paper (DSP): 6" x 2" (belly band)
-2017-2019 In Color Itty Bitty Bows: 1 - Lemon Lime Twist box
Pillow Box Instructions:
1. Die-cut two pillow box pieces out of the Lemon Lime Twist piece using the pillow box die from
the Trim Your Stocking Thinlits Dies. Cut the rectangular tab on both pieces off. Cut the two
long, narrow sections of one of the pieces off, cutting along the score lines. Burnish all of the
score lines down (fold down, and let come back up) on the two pieces. Fold the straight folds
back on the piece that still has them. With the sections still folded back, put Multipurpose Glue
along the two long, narrow sections. With them still fold back, attach them to the other pillow box
piece. The score lines of the narrow, glued sections should line up with the long, straight edges
of the other piece. Once in place, hold the sides together for a few seconds, until the glue takes
hold. Fold the curved ends down to close the pillow box.
2. Put Tear & Tape Adhesive along one short end of the DSP piece. Wrap the DSP around the
middle of the pillow box. Remove the paper-backing from the adhesive, and attach the DSP
ends together to form the belly band.
3. Stamp the largest flower stamp from the Painted Harvest Stamp Set onto one end of the larger
Very Vanilla piece using the Crushed Curry Classic Stampin' Pad. Rotate the stamp a little bit,
and stamp it again (without re-inking) This gives the flower a fuller look. Stamp the smaller
flower stamp on top of the first using the Cajun Craze Classic Stampin' Pad. When lining up the
two stamps, the center is all that needs lined up. Stamp the flower center stamp into the center
of the sunflower using the Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad. Punch the sunflower out with
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the Starburst Punch.
4. Ink the bolder leaf-trio stamp with the Garden Green Classic Stampin' Pad, stamp it onto a scrap
piece of paper, and then stamp it onto the larger Very Vanilla piece (stamping off technique).
Stamp it again the same way one more time. Stamp the detailed, leaf-trio stamp over both of the
stamped images (without stamping off) using the same ink pad. Punch the leaves out with the
Leaf Punch. Attach the leaves to the back of the left side of the sunflower using SNAIL
Adhesive. Attach the whole thing to the front of the pillow box using Stampin' Dimensionals.
5. Punch the right short end of the smaller Very Vanilla piece using the Banner Triple Punch. With
the punched end on the right, stamp the "gather together..." stamp onto the right side of the
banner piece, using the Early Espresso ink pad. Attach the banner to the bottom, right side of
the sunflower (see pillow box picture) using SNAIL Adhesive. Attach a Lemon Lime Twist bow
from the 2017-2019 In Color Bitty Bows onto the left end of the banner piece.
Card Dimensions:
-Lemon Lime Twist: 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" (card base)
-Early Espresso: 3" x 3" (frame)
-Very Vanilla: 4" x 5-1/4" (embossed layer), 8-1/2" x 2-1/2" (sunflower & leaves), 3-1/2" x 1/2"
(banner)
-Painted Autumn DSP: 4" x 2"
-5/8" Burlap Ribbon: 6"
-2017-2019 In Color Bitty Bows: 1 - Lemon Lime Twist bow
Card Instructions:
1. Emboss the Very Vanilla embossed layer piece by running it through the Big Shot with the
Layered Leaves 3D Dynamic Textured Impression Embossing Folder. Attach the DSP across
the bottom of the piece. Wrap the Burlap Ribbon around the top of the DSP layer, and attach the
ribbon ends to the back of the embossed layer. Fold the Lemon Lime Twist piece in half (fold on
the left) to form the card base. Attach the embossed layer/DSP to the card base.
2. Die-cut a scallop square out of the Early Espresso piece using the second, largest scallop
square die from the Layering Squares Framelits Dies. Lay the #6 square die (with the smallest
being #1) onto the center of the scallop square, and then run it through the Big Shot. Attach the
frame onto the top, center of the card using Mini Stampin' Dimensionals (see card picture).
3. Stamp the largest flower stamp from the Painted Harvest Stamp Set onto one end of the larger
Very Vanilla strip using the Crushed Curry Classic Stampin' Pad. Rotate the stamp a little bit,
and stamp it again (without re-inking) This gives the flower a fuller look. Stamp the smaller
flower stamp on top of the first using the Cajun Craze Classic Stampin' Pad. When lining up the
two stamps, the center is all that needs lined up. Stamp the flower center stamp into the center
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of the sunflower using the Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad. Punch the flower out with the
Starburst Punch.
4. Ink the bolder leaf-trio stamp with the Garden Green Classic Stampin' Pad, stamp it onto a scrap
piece of paper, and then stamp it onto the larger Very Vanilla strip (stamping off technique).
Stamp it again the same way three more times. Stamp the detailed, leaf-trio stamp over all four
of the stamped images (without stamping off) using the same ink pad. Punch the leaves out with
the Leaf Punch. Attach two leaves to the back of the left side of the top of the sunflower, and
attach the other two to the bottom, right side of the sunflower using SNAIL Adhesive. Attach the
whole thing to the bottom left corner of the frame using Stampin' Dimensionals.
5. Punch the right short end of the smaller Very Vanilla piece using the Banner Triple Punch. With
the punched end on the right, stamp the "gather together..." stamp onto the right side of the
banner piece, using the Early Espresso ink pad. Attach the banner to the bottom, right of the
sunflower (see card picture) using SNAIL Adhesive. Attach a Lemon Lime Twist bow from the
2017-2019 In Color Bitty Bows onto the left end of the banner piece.

• Painted Harvest Photopolymer Bundle - 146021
Price: $33.25
• Painted Harvest Photopolymer Stamp Set - 144783
Price: $21.00
• Leaf Punch - 144667
Price: $16.00
• Crushed Curry Classic Stampin' Pad - 131173
Price: $6.50
• Cajun Craze Classic Stampin' Pad - 126965
Price: $6.50
• Garden Green Classic Stampin' Pad - 126973
Price: $6.50
• Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad - 126974
Price: $6.50
• Lemon Lime Twist 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 144245
Price: $8.00
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• Early Espresso 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 119686
Price: $8.00
• Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 101650
Price: $9.00
• Painted Autumn Designer Series Paper - 144613
Price: $11.00
• 5/8" (1.6 Cm) Burlap Ribbon - 141487
Price: $7.00
• 2017-2019 In Color Bitty Bows - 144217
Price: $8.50
• Big Shot - 143263
Price: $110.00
• Trim Your Stocking Thinlits Dies - 144682
Price: $40.00
• Layering Squares Framelits Dies - 141708
Price: $35.00
• Layered Leaves Dynamic Textured Impressions Embossing Folder - 143704
Price: $9.00
• Banner Triple Punch - 138292
Price: $23.00
• Starburst Punch - 143717
Price: $18.00
• Snail Adhesive - 104332
Price: $7.00
• Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755
Price: $4.00
• Mini Stampin' Dimensionals - 144108
Price: $4.00
• Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430
Price: $4.00
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• Tear & Tape Adhesive - 138995
Price: $7.00
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